
IMPORTANT MESSAGE TO ALL 

PETS - WARNING! PROTECT 

YOUR HUMANS IN HOT 

WEATHER!

1. DRINK all the clean fresh water the humans give you, and ideally munch up the ice
cubes they put in your clean water bowl on a hot day. It reminds the humans to do the
same.  
2. DON’T GET INTO ANY CARS! Even though it’s fun, it encourages humans to do the
same and you don’t want any human left in cars in hot weather.  
3. COOL YOUR HUMAN! Playing with the hose, or digging all the water out of
buckets splashes water onto the human to cool them. You can also show them
how to sit in toddler pools full of water  
4. SLEEP! Dig a cooling hole in the dust in a cool spot and share it with your human, or
show them how to lay flat on cool floor tiles. Busy humans get hotter, so we want them to
take it easy.  

5. BE A SLOTH! DO NOT exercise your human on a hot day – it will give
them heat stroke. DO NOT let them play ball, throw Frisbees or jog in the heat
of the day, no matter how much you know they want it.  
6. WATCH THEM CLOSELY. Old humans (“grannies” or
“pops”) or very young humans can overheat more easily.
These groups are also the best treat-givers, so watch them
with extra care and rush them to the vet quickly if they get any
symptoms. We want them to stay around! 

7. REMOVE THE COATS AND COVERS. Humans don’t know that wet
towels can kill them on a hot day. Towels keep heat in, and wet towels are
worse. Show your human how to hang their wet towels over their window
for evaporative cooling. DO NOT let your human lie on wet towels.  
8. BRUSH YOUR HAIR. Matted hair keeps the heat in. Demonstrate correct brushing to
your human to teach them how to avoid skin diseases and pain.  
9. AVOID HEAT STRESS! Watch your human for signs of heat stress – lethargy, hot body
temperature, confusion, vomiting, disorientation, excessive panting. If you see it call for help
immediately and put your human under cold running water. If you have to take your human
to the vet, DO NOT use wet towels. Put them in their car soaking wet and make sure the air
conditioner is on.  
10 AVOID SUNBURN! Humans get sunburned really easily especially on their
noses and the tips of their ears. Short haired humans, or those that “summer clip
their fur” are also at risk. Find a shady spot for your human, or make sure they
stay in the house. Sunburn creams don’t really do as good a job as staying out of
the sun.  

We know how much you love your human!
Keeping them cool and safe on a hot day will

encourage them to love you more, stay healthy
and give lots of hugs. Look out for each other,

folks!.  

Ten important ways to protect your human
during heatwaves and hot weather: 


